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Abstract
Let G be a finite group. Noncommutative geometry of unital G-algebras is studied. A
geometric structure is determined by a spectral triple on the crossed product algebra associated
with the group action. This structure is to be viewed as a representative of a noncommutative
orbifold. Based on a study of classical orbifold groupoids, a Morita equivalence for the crossed
product spectral triples is developed. Noncommutative orbifolds are Morita equivalence classes
of the crossed product spectral triples. As a special case of this Morita theory one can study
freeness of the G-action on the noncommutative level. In the case of a free action, the crossed
product formalism reduced to the usual spectral triple formalism on the algebra of G-invariant
functions.
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Introduction
We take up the task to develop a noncommutative geometric model for unital algebras subject
to a finite group action. The differential geometric objects relevant to this theory are global ac-
tion orbifolds. These objects may be naturally represented as Lie groupoids, or more precisely,
proper e´tale Lie groupoids, [12]. It was shown in the reference [6] that with any effective compact
proper e´tale groupoid with a spin structure, one can associate a Dirac spectral triple on the smooth
groupoid convolution algebra. So, from this viewpoint, the generalization of noncommutative ge-
ometry to G-algebras is straightforward. A mayor difference between the manifold theory and the
orbifold theory is the implementation of an equivalence relation. Namely, orbifolds (considered as
Lie groupoids) should be equipped with the geometric Morita equivalence relation which is essen-
tially weaker relation than the G-equivariant diffeomorphism. The geometric Morita equivalence
leaves the orbit space of the groupoid invariant, as well as the isotropy types associated with the
action. So, one should view an orbifold as a Morita equivalence class of its representative groupoid
since the different Morita classes are merely different geometric models for the same orbit space.
A particularly important case is an orbifold that is modelled as a manifold subject to a free action
of a finite group. This orbifold is Morita equivalent to the unit groupoid of its orbit space. So,
the orbifolds subject to free actions should be viewed as manifold objects in the category of Lie
groupoids. This is how the geometric Morita equivalent provides a tool to separate smooth objects
from those with singularities.
Suppose that a finite group G acts on the unital complex algebra A. This results in two unital
associative algebras of interest: the crossed product algebra G ˙ A and the invariant subalgebra
AG. The philosophy of this project is to view the algebra G˙A as an equivariant space whereas a
spectral triple on G˙ A is viewed as a representative of a noncommutative orbifold. We are also
assuming that the G-action on the Hilbert space commutes with the Dirac operator which results in
a spectral triple on the invariant subalgebra AG. This level should be viewed as a noncommutative
model for the orbit space under the group action. The spectral triple on AG captures the metric
aspects of this theory which is demonstrated in the appendix of this document. These spectral
triples also have an important role in the Morita theory introduced in Section 1.
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The main goal of this work is to implement a Morita equivalence for spectral triples on non-
commutative orbifolds. We shall follow the standard philosophy of noncommutative geometry and
translate the geometric Morita equivalence of orbifolds (viewed as Lie groupoids) into the oper-
ator theoretic language of spectral triples. Suppose that G ˙ X is a representative of a global
action orbifold and that there is a Dirac spectral triple on its smooth crossed product algebra
pG ˙ C8pXq, L2pFΣq,ðq. If K ˙ Y is any other global action orbifold that is Morita equivalent
to G ˙ X, and if the Morita equivalence φ has been fixed, then there is the induced spectral
triple pK ˙C8pY q, L2pφ#FΣq, φ#ðq which was found in [7]. The induced spectral triple is defined
in purely geometric means. It is known that once the geometric Morita equivalence φ has been
fixed, then φ gives rise to a pre-C˚-algebra K ˙ C8pY q - G ˙ C8pXq bimodule which describes
the Morita equivalence on the algebraic level, [13]. This bimodule has a completion to a Morita
bimodule for the C˚-algebra completions. In this manuscript we shall see that the assignment
L2pFΣq ÞÑ L2pφ#FΣq is, up to a unitary equivalence, the map that induced an isomorphism of the
pre-C˚-algebra representation categories, [16]. It will also be shown that the assignment ð ÞÑ φ#ð
will preserve the K-homology class of the underlying Fredholm module, i.e. in terms of operator
KK-theory, the approximate sign of φ#ð is a connection on L2pφ#FΣq for the approximate sign
of ð. However, these properties alone are too weak to provide axioms for a realistic model for a
Morita equivalence of noncommutative orbifolds because the underlying Fredholm module loses
information of the Dirac spectrum. The Dirac spectrum carries information of the metric associ-
ated with the riemannian structure. More precisely, in the appendix we shall see that in the case
of global action orbifolds, the Dirac spectrum captures the geodesic lengths already on the level
of spectral triples on the algebras of smooth invariant functions C8pXqG. This is indeed fully
compatible with the intuition: the geodesic length is a G-invariant property, and such properties
are Morita invariant. Therefore, we need to introduce additional axiom for the Morita equivalence
and require that a Morita equivalence operates as a unitary equivalence on the level of invariant
spectral triples. This holds in the case of geometric orbifolds, [7].
Notation. This work is a part of the project consisting of [6], [7] and this manuscript. The
previous parts are purely geometric studies of spectral triples on proper e´tale groupoids. Although
we do not need this generality in this manuscript, we shall continue to work with the Lie groupoid
notation for the sake of coherency. If X is an equivariant manifold subject to an action of a finite
group G, then we consider this system as the action Lie groupoid G ˆ X Ñ X, which will be
denoted by G˙X. The source and target maps are given by spg, xq “ x and tpg, xq “ g ¨ x for all
g P G and x P X. We also use t´1pxq “ pG˙Xqx and s´1pxq “ pG˙Xqx
In the analysis, we shall identify the smooth crossed product algebras G ˙ C8pXq with the
groupoid convolution algebras C8pG˙Xq. A smooth left Haar system µ “ tµx : x P Xu in G˙X
is a collection of measures in GˆX parametrized on X, so that
1. The support of µx is pG˙Xqx.
2. If f P C8pG˙Xq, then x ÞÑ ş fdµx is smooth.
3. The measures are left-invariant:
ş
fpστqdµspσqpτq “ ş fpτqdµtpσqpτq.
Here we are concerned with the action groupoids only. In this case we fix the standard Haar
measure λ in the finite group G (the counting measure) and then define a Haar system in G˙X
by setting
µ “ tµx “ λ : x P Xu.
The groupoid convolution C8pG˙Xq is the unital algebra equipped with the product
pf ¨ gqpσq “
ż
τPpG˙Xqspσq
fpσ ¨ τ´1qgpτqdµspσqpτq
“ 1
#G
ÿ
τPpG˙Xqspσq
fpσ ¨ τ´1qgpτq
where #G denotes the number of elements in G. The unit is the function 1e which is the indicator
function of the subset teu ˆ X in G ˆ X where e is the unit element of G. We shall drop the
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measure terms dµspσq in the notation. The algebra C8pG˙Xq can be equipped with the universal
C˚-norm and the groupoid C˚-algebra C‹pG ˙ Xq is obtained by taking the completion in this
norm [15], [3].
Convention. An action Lie groupoid G ˙ X is called a compact action orbifold if G is a finite
group, X is a compact connected smooth manifold and the G action on X is effective. This is
a nonstandard notation which is adopted for this study because this is exactly the class of Lie
groupoids that are relevant in the study of noncommutative geometry of unital G-algebras.
Acknowledgment. I wish to thank A. Kupiainen and S. Majid for providing me an opportunity
to produce this final part of my project.
1 Noncommutative Orbifolds
1.1. It will be assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of spectral triple and
Fredholm module theory, [3]. The complex Hilbert spaces associated with these structures are
separable and infinite dimensional. Let G be a finite group which acts on the unital algebra A. By
a noncommutative orbifold we mean a finitely summable spectral triple over the crossed product
algebra G ˙ A with the additional assumption that the G-action on the Hilbert space commutes
with the Dirac operator of the spectral triple. If a spectral triple has a chiral grading operator ω,
then we shall also assume that the G-action on the Hilbert space commutes with ω. If a spectral
triple does not have a chiral grading, then we write ω “ 1. The representation of G ˙ A on the
Hilbert space determines the G-module structure of the Hilbert space since we can map G to G˙A
by g ÞÑ pg, 1q for all g P G. Since the G-action commutes with the Dirac operator and ω, these
operators can be restricted to the G-invariant component of the Hilbert space HG, which results in
a spectral triple over the invariant subalgebra AG. In particular we have the following structures
pG˙A,H, D, ωq Ðâ pAG,HG, D, ωq
where the arrow indicates that AG and HG can be embedded to G˙A and to H as a subalgebra
and as a subspace whereas D and ω commute with the inclusion map of HG. The following two
cases provide a rich source of noncommutative orbifolds.
Example 1. Suppose that G˙X Ñ X is a compact action orbifold (see the notation paragraph in
the introduction) which is G-spin. Then there is a complex G-equivariant Dirac bundle FΣ on X,
and a G-invariant Dirac operator ð acting on the smooth sections of FΣ, [11]. The Dirac operator
has a completion to an unbounded and densely defined self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space
of spinors L2pFΣq, and there is the following crossed product spectral triple associated with this
data:
pG˙ C8pXq, L2pFΣq,ð, ωq
If the dimension of X is even, then L2pFΣq is chirally graded. This spectral triple was studied with
details in [6] in the more general context of proper e´tale Lie groupoids.
Example 2. Let G be a compact simple and simply connected Lie group. The algebras of regular
functions on the associated quantum groups CrGqs accept a variety of actions under the subgroups
of the maximal torus of G, [1], [8]. In [8] these algebras were called quantum orbifolds. Suppose
that K is a finite subgroup in a maximal torus of G which is given an action on CrGqs. If this
quantum orbifold is spin, K acts on the quantum group effectively, i.e. the G action on the algebra
of regular functions CrGqs is faithful, then there is a spectral triple on the crossed product algebra
G˙ CrGqs which makes the quantum orbifold a noncommutative orbifold.
In both cases we have assumed an effectiveness condition. In the spectral triple language the
effectiveness of a group action on a manifold translates to the faithfulness of the representation of
the crossed product algebra on the Hilbert space of spinors, [7]. However, it should be noted that
in both cases, Example 1 and Example 2, all the spectral triple axioms apart from the faithfulness
of the representation remain to hold if the effectiveness is no longer required.
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1.2. The pre-C˚-algebras A and B are defined to be Morita equivalent if there is an imprimitivity
B-A pre-C˚-algebra bimodule between them. The definition of such a bimodule is recalled in
2.1. An imprimitivity pre-C˚-algebra bimodule has always a completion to an imprimitivity C˚-
algebra bimodule between the completed C˚-algebras, i.e. the completed C˚-algebras are Morita
equivalent, [14]. If H is a Hilbert space representation of the pre-C˚-algebra A and if B is Morita
equivalent to A, i.e. if there is an imprimitivity B-A pre-C˚-algebra bimodule E, then there is an
induced map of representations H ÞÑ φ#H introduced in [16]. The Hilbert space φ#H “ E bA H
is a representation space for B which is defined as follows. One takes the algebraic tensor product
E dA H over A which accepts a left B-module structure since E is a left B-module. There is an
inner product in E dA H which is given by
xud ψ, u1 d ψ1y “ xpu1, uqAψ,ψ1yH
for all u, u1 P E and ψ,ψ1 P H, and extended by linearity. Here p¨, ¨qA denotes the A-valued pairing
in the bimodule E. The completion with respect to this inner product is φ#H “ E bA H.
If pA,H, F q is a Fredholm module so that A,B are Morita equivalent pre-C˚-algebras through
the imprimitivity pre-C˚-algebra bimodule E, and if pB,φ#H, rF q is a Fredholm module, then rF
is called an F -connection if the operators
Tu ˝ F ´ rF ˝ Tu and Tu˚ ˝ rF ´ F ˝ Tu˚
are compact for all u P E, where Tu : HÑ E bA H is the linear map ψ ÞÑ ub ψ, and the adjoint
of Tu is defined by Tu˚ pv b ψq “ pu, vqAψ, [17].
Consider the case of a pair of noncommutative orbifolds associated with the spectral triples
pGi ˙Ai,Hi, Di, ωiq i “ 1, 2
on the crossed product pre-C˚-algebras. The spectral triples are defined to be Morita equivalent
if the following conditions hold.
M1. There is an imprimitivity G2 ˙A2 - G1 ˙A1 pre-C˚-algebra bimodule E.
M2. There is a unitary equivalence of spectral triples
pG2 ˙A2,H2, D2, ω2q ÞÑ pG2 ˙A2, E bG1˙A1 H1, rD2, rω2q,
so that EbG1˙A1H1 is a G2˙A2 representation under the standard left algebra action.
M3. The approximate sign rF2 is an F1-connection on E bG1˙A1 H1.
M4. The crossed product spectral triples have the same dimension.
M5. The invariant spectral triples are unitarily equivalent.
The approximate sign operators in the definition are the bounded Fredholm operators
rF2 “ rD2p1` rD2q 12 and F1 “ D1p1`D21q 12 .
Proposition 1. The Morita equivalence of spectral triples on noncommutative orbifolds is an
equivalence relation.
Proof. The property of having an imprimitivity pre-C˚-algebra bimodule defines an equivalence
relation, [14] Proposition 3.16. In particular, for the reflexivity we can use the algebra G˙A itself
as a pre-C˚-imprimitivity bimodule. Then M2 holds with H » G˙AbG˙AH given by ψ ÞÑ 1bψ,
and M3 holds because the commutators rF, as are compact operators for all a P G˙A. Therefore
the axioms M1-3 are reflexive. Suppose then that the imprimitivity bimodule E has been fixed.
Then there are the crossed product C˚-algebras, G1˙A1 and G2˙A2, and the completion E of E is
a G2˙A2 - G1˙A1 C˚-algebra bimodule. The bimodule defines a class pE , G2˙A2, G1˙A1, 0q in
the operator KK-theory group KK0pG2˙A2, G1˙A1q, where the operator is 0. By definition, the
conditions M2 and M3 mean that, up to a unitary equivalence, pG2˙A2,H2, F2q is a representative
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of the intersection product of pE , G2 ˙ A2, G1 ˙ A1, 0q with pG1 ˙ A1,H1, F1q. This property is
transitive with respect to successive Morita bimodule operations. In addition, the intersection
product under the class of the dual Morita bimodule of E inverts the relation above. Therefore,
M1-3 define an equivalence relation.
Clearly we can strengthen this equivalence relation with M4-5 to get a new equivalence relation.
˝
The condition M1 implies that the usual homotopy invariants of algebras, such as the cyclic
homology of the pre-C˚-algebra, or the K-theory of the C˚-algebraic completion are invariant
under the Morita equivalence of spectral triples on noncommutative orbifolds. The conditions
M2-3 imply that the K-homology class associated with the crossed product spectral triple is a
Morita invariant. Condition M5 implies that the invariant spectral geometry is invariant. All
these properties are very realistic from the viewpoint of topology and differential geometry of
orbifolds: topological homology invariants, topological K-theory and K-homology are known to be
Morita invariant, and so is the orbit space as a metric space which is modelled with the invariant
spectral triple. One might argue that the dimensionality condition M4 is too strong. Namely, the
dimensionality of a groupoid base manifolds is not a Morita invariant in general. However, in the
case under consideration, the geometric theory is restricted to global action groupoids subject to a
finite group action, and in this case all Morita equivalences are e´tale structure preserving, and the
dimensionality is indeed invariant. So M4 should be implemented in the case under consideration.
1.3. Suppose that G˙X and K ˙ Y is a pair of Morita equivalent compact action orbifolds and
G˙X is G-spin. There is a Dirac spectral triple on G˙C8pXq, as in Example 1. Since the G-spin
property can be described in terms of groupoid hypercohomology, it follows that K ˙Y is K-spin,
[6]. There is a geometric Morita equivalence (a Morita bitorsor) between these groupoid. The
definition will be recalled in 2.2. This geometric Morita equivalence, to be denoted by φ, allows
one to define a K-equivariant induced spinor bundle φ#FΣ on Y , see 2.4. Similarly, there are the
induced K-invariant Dirac operator φ#ð and the induced K-invariant chirality grading operator
φ#ω on φ#FΣ, see 3.1. In this notation, we state the main result of this manuscript:
Theorem 1. The Dirac spectral triples
pG˙ C8pXq, L2pFΣq,ð, ωq and pK ˙ C8pY q, L2pφ#FΣq, φ#ð, φ#ωq
are Morita equivalent as noncommutative orbifolds.
A proof for this theorem occupies the sections 2 and 3 of this manuscript, and is put together
in the subsection 3.2.
1.4. Let us then discuss the case where X{G is a smooth manifold, or equivalently, the case
where G acts freely on X. These conditions are equivalent to the existence of a geometric Morita
equivalence between the action groupoids G ˙ X and 1 ˙ X{G. The latter groupoid is the unit
groupoid of the manifold X{G, i.e. there are only unit arrows. In particular we can view G ˙X
as a representative of a manifold object in the category of Lie groupoids.
In the spectral triple language of 1.2, we consider a noncommutative orbifold represented by a
spectral triple pG ˙ A,H,ð, ωq to be a smooth noncommutative geometric space, if this spectral
triple is Morita equivalent to the invariant spectral triple pAG,HG,ð, ωq (identify 1 ˙ AG with
AG). This is how we can reduce the equivariant crossed product formalism to the usual spectral
triple formalism where the G-action is absent. Notice that in this case the equivariant homotopy
invariants, such as the cyclic homology or the K-theory invariants associated with the crossed
product algebra G˙A, are isomorphic to the corresponding invariants computed from the algebra
AG. Therefore, exactly as in the topological case, the equivariant formalism becomes redundant
as soon as this freeness condition is satisfied.
Smoothness of noncommutative orbifolds has been also studied in the recent manuscript [2]
from an algebraic geometric point of view. It would be interesting to understand to what extent
this theory coincides with the differential geometric approach introduced above.
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2 Induced Representations
2.1. Let A and B be pre-C˚-algebras. The C˚-algebraic completions are denoted by A and B. A
B-A-bimodule E is an imprimitivity pre-C˚-algebra bimodule if the following axioms hold
1. E is a right pre-inner product A-module and a left pre-inner product B-module:
there are the pairings p¨, ¨qA : E ˆ E Ñ A and Bp¨, ¨q : E ˆ E Ñ B so that
pu, λv ` µwqA “ λpu, vqA ` µpu,wqA Bpλu` µv,wq “ λBpu,wq ` µBpv, wq,
pu, vaqA “ pu, vqAa Bpbu, vq “ bBpu, vq
pu, vqA˚ “ pv, uqA Bpu, vq˚ “ Bpv, uq
pu, uqA ě 0 Bpu, uq ě 0
hold for all λ, µ P C, a P A, b P B and u, v, w P E, and the inequalities hold in the
C˚-algebra completions A and B.
2. The linear spans Bpu, vq and pu, vqA with u, v P E are dense in A and in B.
3. For all a P A, b P B and u P E:
pbu, buqA ď ||b||2pu, uqA and Bpua, uaq ď ||a||2Bpu, uq.
4. For all u, v, w P E: upv, wqA “ Bpu, vqw.
One can apply the C˚-algebra norms in A and in B with the pairings Ap¨, ¨q and p¨, ¨qB to obtain a
pair of norms in E. These norms are equivalent. If E is a pre-imprimitivity bimodule, then it has
a completion to an imprimitivity C˚-algebra bimodule E , see [14] Proposition 3.12. In particular,
the C˚-algebras A and B are Morita equivalent.
2.2. Let G˙X and K ˙ Y be a pair of compact action orbifolds. These orbifolds are defined to
be Morita equivalent if there is a Morita bitorsor, i.e. a smooth manifold Q and a diagram
Q
K ˙ Y Y X G˙X
α %
so that the following conditions are satisfies
1. The action groupoid G˙X acts on Q from the right such that the anchor for this
action is %. The action groupoid K ˙ Y acts on Q from the left such that the anchor
for this action is α. The actions are mutually commutative.
2. The maps % and α are local diffeomoprhisms, the action of G ˙ X is free and
transitive on the fibres α´1pyq for all y P Y , and the action of K ˙ Y is free and
transitive on the fibres %´1pxq for all x P X.
Let us clarify these conditions slightly. The domain for the left action on Q is the fibre product
pK ˆ Y qsˆα Q
So, if q P Q is fixed, then the action restricts to the map
K ˆ tqu Ñ %´1p%pqqq; pk, qq ÞÑ pk, αpqqq ¨ q
This map is well defined since spk, αpqqq “ αpqq for all k P K, and it follows from 2 that the image
is the set %´1p%pqqq. Since the action is free and transitive, these maps are bijective for all tqu,
and all the %-fibres in Q have the cardinality equal to #K, i.e. the number of group elements in
K. Observe that if τ : y ÞÑ τ ¨ y is an arrow and if αpqq “ y, then αpτ ¨ qq “ τ ¨αpqq. Similarly, the
domain of the right action is given by
pGˆXqtˆ% Q
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If q P Q, then the right action restricts to define the map
tqu ˆGÑ α´1pαpqqq; pq, gq ÞÑ q ¨ pσ, σ´1 ¨ %pqqq
This map is well defiend since tpσ, σ´1 ¨ %pqqq “ %pqq for all σ P G, and by 2 this is a bijective
map onto α´1pαpqqq. The cardinality of an arbitrary α-fibre is equal to #G. Observe that if
σ´1 : xÑ σ´1 ¨ x is an arrow, and if %pqq “ x, then %pq ¨ σq “ σ´1 ¨ %pqq.
The Morita equivalence has a particularly convenient geometric structure in the case of compact
action orbifolds.
Proposition 2. Suppose that G˙X and K˙Y are finite action orbifolds. If Q is a Morita bitorsor
between G˙X and K ˙ Y , then % : QÑ X is an #K-sheeted covering space, and α : QÑ Y is
a #G-sheeted covering space and Q is compact.
Proof. According to the analysis above, the cardinality of %´1pxq is constant for all x P X, and
equal to #K. It follows that % is a covering projection, [9] Lemma 2. Similarly, we have seen
that α´1pyq is constant for all y P Y , and equal to #G, and so α is a covering projection. Q
is necessarily compact since it is a smooth covering space with a finite number of sheets over a
compact manifold. ˝
2.3. In what follows we need to apply Haar integrals over the subsets such as pG ˙ Xqx and
pK ˙ Y qy for some x P X and y P Y , and for the sake of simplicity of the notation, we shall write
Θ “ G˙X and Ξ “ K ˙ Y.
Suppose that Q is a Morita bitorsor, as in 2.2. Then we equip C8pQq with the left C8pΞq and
the right C8pΘq module structures which are determined by
pf ¨ aqpqq “
ż
Θ%pqq
apσ´1qfpq ¨ σq,
pb ¨ fqpqq “
ż
Ξαpqq
bpτqfpτ´1 ¨ qq (1)
for all f P C8pQq, a P C8pΘq, b P C8pΞq and q P Q. There is the C8pΘq-valued pairing in C8pQq
defined by
pf, gqΘpσq “
ż
Ξαpqq
fpτ´1 ¨ qqgpτ´1 ¨ q ¨ σq
where q is any point so that tpσq “ %pqq. Since the Ξ-action is transitive on the set of points with
this property, the choice is arbitrary. There is also the C8pΞq-valued pairing in C8pQq defined by
Ξpf, gqpτq “
ż
Θ%pqq
fpτ´1 ¨ q ¨ σqgpq ¨ σq
where q is any point so that tpτq “ αpqq, and the choice is arbitrary. These structures were
introduced in [13].
Proposition 3. If G ˙ X and K ˙ Y are Morita equivalent compact action orbifolds, then
C8pQq equipped with the bimodule structure (1) and pairings p¨, ¨qΘ and Ξp¨, ¨q is an imprimitivity
pre-C˚-algebra C8pK ˙ Y q - C8pG˙Xq-bimodule.
Proof. The corresponding claim for proper topological groupoids has been proved in the reference
[13]. So, in the smooth case under consideration, the axioms 1, 3 and 4 of 2.1 hold because they
are valid for all continuous functions.
In the reference [13], the algebra CpQq of continuous functions in Q is equipped with the
inductive limit topology. However, by Proposition 2 the covering space Q is compact and therefore
the inductive limit topology in CpQq is the usual norm topology. In particular, the algebra of
smooth functions C8pQq equipped with the standard Frechet topology is dense in CpQq. Therefore
the axiom 2 of 2.1 is fulfilled in the smooth case as well. ˝
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2.4. Suppose that ξ is a complex vector bundle on G˙X. More precisely pi : ξ Ñ X is a complex
vector bundle and G ˙ X acts on ξ with respect to the anchor map pi. These bundles can be
identified with G-equivariant vector bundles. If σ P Θx, then let us denote by ρpσq the linear
isomorphism ξx Ñ ξσ¨x associated with the action. Denote by Γ8pξq the space of smooth sections
in ξ. The space of smooth sections is a C8pG˙Xq module under the action
pa ¨ ψqx “
ż
Θx
apσqpϕ#
σ´1ψqx
where we are writing pϕ#
σ´1ψqx “ ρpσqψσ´1¨x for all x P Θx. Observe that this is an element in the
fibre of ξ at x P X because ρpσq : ξσ´1¨x Ñ ξx is a linear isomorphism.
Suppose that G ˙X and K ˙ Y are Morita equivalent compact action orbifolds. Let us fix a
Morita equivalence φ “ pα,Q, %q as in 2.2. This Morita equivalence can be used to push bundles
on G˙X to bundles on K ˙ Y . If ξ is a complex vector bundle on G˙X, then define
φ#ξ “ rQ%ˆpi ξs{G˙X.
which is a vector bundle on K ˙ Y of equal rank. The G˙X-action is defined by
σ ¨ rq, us “ rq ¨ σ´1, ρpqqus
for all σ P pG˙Xq%pqq and u P ξ%pqq. The bundle projection pi1 : φ#ξ Ñ Y is the map pi1 : rq, us ÞÑ
αpqq and the left Ξ action is given by τ ¨ rq, us “ rτ ¨ q, us for all τ P pK ˙ Y qαpqq. The fibre of φ#ξ
at y P Y is an equivalence class of fibres of ξ at the points %pqq for all q P Q so that q P α´1pyq.
There are exactly #G such points by Proposition 2. If η is a section of φ#ξ, then we write ηqpyq
for the value of η at y in the representative ξ%pqq for the fibre. In this notation, the sections satisfy
ρpσqηq¨σpyq “ ηqpyq
for all σ P Θ%pqq.
Let us denote by φ#Γ
8pξq “ C8pQq dΘ Γ8pξq the algebraic tensor product of C8pQq and
Γ8pξq over the algebra C8pG˙Xq.
Proposition 4. There is a C-linear map χ : φ#Γ8pξq Ñ Γ8pφ#ξq which sends the class of f d ψ
in φ#Γ
8pξq to the section of φ#ξ which is defined by
χpf d ψqqpyq “
ż
Θ%pqq
fpq ¨ σqpϕ#
σ´1ψq%pqq “
1
#G
ÿ
σPΘ%pqq
fpq ¨ σqpϕ#
σ´1ψq%pqq
for all y P Y and q P α´1pyq.
Proof. The integration and the pullbacks are linear operations and therefore χ is a linear map. If
f d ψ is a representative of a class in φ#Γ8pξq, then
ρpσqχpf d ψqq¨σpyq “ ρpσq
ż
τPΘ%pq¨σq
fpq ¨ σ ¨ τqpϕ#
τ´1ψq%pq¨σq
“ ρpσq
ż
τPΘ%pq¨σq
fpq ¨ σ ¨ τqpϕ#
τ´1ψqσ´1¨%pqq
“
ż
τPΘ%pq¨σq
fpq ¨ σ ¨ τqρpσqρpτqpϕ˚pσ¨τq´1ψq%pqq
“
ż
τPΘ%pq¨σq
fpq ¨ σ ¨ τqpϕ#pσ¨τq´1ψq%pqq
“
ż
τPΘ%pqq
fpq ¨ τqpϕ#
τ´1ψq%pqq
“ χpf d ψqqpyq.
for all q P α´1pyq and σ P Θ%pqq. It follows by linearity that the image of χ lies in Γ8pφ#ξq.
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It remains to show that the image of χ is independent on the choices of the equivalence classes
in φ#Γ
8pξq. Let f dψ be a represenative of an element in C8pQq dΘ Γ8pξq and a P C8pG˙Xq.
Then f d a ¨ ψ maps to the following element under χ:
χpf d a ¨ ψqqpyq “
ż
σPΘ%pqq
fpq ¨ σq
ż
τPΘσ´1¨x
apτqpϕ#
σ´1ϕ
#
τ´1ψq%pqq
“
ż
σPΘ%pqq
ż
τPΘ%pq¨σq
fpq ¨ σqapτqpϕ#pσ¨τq´1ψq%pqq
and f ¨ ad ψ maps to
χpf ¨ ad ψqqpyq “
ż
σPΘ%pqq
ż
τPΘσ´1¨%pqq
fpq ¨ σ ¨ τqapτ´1qpϕ#
σ´1ψq%pqq
“
ż
σPΘ%pqq
ż
τPΘ%pq¨σq
fpq ¨ σ ¨ τqapτ´1qpϕ#
σ´1ψq%pqq
In the first case, the argument of f runs over q ¨ σ, the argument of a runs over the arrows
%pq ¨ σ ¨ τq Ñ %pq ¨ σq, and the argument of ϕ# runs over the arrows %pq ¨ σ ¨ τq Ñ %pqq. In the
second case, the argument of f runs over q ¨σ ¨ τ , the argument of a runs over %pq ¨σq Ñ %pq ¨σ ¨ τq
and ϕ# runs over %pq ¨ σq Ñ %pqq. The claim follows since the fibre integration is with respect to
the counting measure in G. ˝
Suppose that ξ is a complex vector bundle on G˙X which is equipped with a smoothly varying
G-invariant hermitian inner product p¨, ¨q in its fibres. This gives the pairing Γ8pξq b Γ8pξq Ñ
C8pXq. If φ “ pα,Q, %q is a Morita equivalence as above, then there is a hermitian structure p¨, ¨q#
in the fibres of φ#ξ which is defined by
prv1s, rv2sq#,y “ pv%pqq1 , v%pqq2 q%pqq
where q is any point in α´1pyq and v%pqqi is the class of rvis, i “ 1, 2 evaluated at the fibre ξ%pqq. The
value of the inner product is independent on the choice of such q because of the G-invariance. This
gives us the pairing Γ8pφ#ξq b Γ8pφ#ξq Ñ C8pY q. We also assume that G˙X is a riemannian
groupoid, and that ν is a G-invariant riemannian volume form. Then there is the induced K-
invariant riemannian volume form φ#ν on Y . This is the differential form on Y which is uniquely
determined by the equality %˚pνq “ α˚pφ#νq. One can apply local sections of α to pull %˚pνq to
a globally defined form on Y , [7].
We define the Hilbert space φ#L
2pξq to be the completion of C8pQq dΘ Γ8pξq in the norm
determined by the inner product
xf1 d ψ1, f2 d ψ2y “ xpf2, f1qΘ ¨ ψ1, ψ2yX
“
ż
X
ppf2, f1qΘ ¨ ψ1, ψ2qν.
The bounded left action of C8pΞq on C8pQqdΘ Γ8pξq extends to make φ#L2pξq a representation
space for C8pΞq. There is also a natural inner product in Γ8pφ#ξq given by
xη1, η2yY “
ż
Y
pη1, η2q#pφ#νq.
for all η1, η2 P Γ8pφ#ξq. The Hilbert space completion of Γ8pφ#ξq in the norm determined by
this inner product is denoted by L2pφ#ξq.
Theorem 2. Let G ˙X and K ˙ Y be Morita equivalent compact action orbifolds. The map χ
extends to an isomorphism of C8pK ˙ Y q-representations:
χ : φ#L
2pξq Ñ L2pφ#ξq
for any vector bundle ξ on G˙X and Morita equivalence φ.
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Proof. We shall prove the injectivity of χ : φ#Γ
8pξq Ñ Γ8pφ#ξq first. Let fdψ be a representative
of a class in C8pQq dΘ Γ8pξq. Using the C8pG˙Xq-linearity of the tensor product, we find the
following equalities
fpqq d ψx “ 1
#G
ÿ
σPΘ%pqq
fpqq ¨ 1σ´1 ¨ 1σ d ψx
“ 1
#G
ÿ
σPΘ%pqq
fpqq ¨ 1σ´1 d 1σ ¨ ψx
“ 1
#G
ÿ
σPΘ%pqq
fpq ¨ σq d pϕ#
σ´1ψqx
and consequently χpf d ψq “ 0 implies that fpqq d ψ%pqq “ 0 for all q P Q. Using the linearity of
χ we also have that
χp
ÿ
i
f i d ψiq “ 0 ñ
ÿ
i
f ipqq d ψi%pqq “ 0.
for all q P Q. So, it is sufficient to show that ř f ipqqdψi%pqq “ 0 holds only if ř f idψi is the zero
vector of C8pQq dΘ Γ8pξq.
Suppose that ψ is a section of ξ so that its support lies in a compact subset V of X and V
is a subset in an open subset U of X where ξ is a trivial bundle. On V we can choose the frame
coordinate fields ei, i P t1, . . . , rankpξqu so that tpeiqxu span the fibre of ξx for all x P V . The
frame fields can be extended to smooth vector fields on X so that their supports lie in U . Then
we can write ψ “ řψiei where ψi are smooth functions with supports in U , and
f d ψ “ f d
rankpξqÿ
i“1
ψiei
“ f d
rankpξqÿ
i“1
pψi ˝ tq1e ¨ ei
“
rankpξqÿ
i“1
f ¨ pψi ˝ tq1e d ei
“
rankpξqÿ
i“1
fpψi ˝ %q d ei.
Thus, if fpψi1 ˝ %q “ 0 as a function on Q, or equivalently fpqq d ψ%pqq “ 0 for all q P Q, then
f d ψ “ 0. If ψ is not supported in a neighborhood of X where ξ trivializes, then the standard
partition of unity argument can be used to generalize the argument to this case straightforwardly.
The general case holds by linearity. The injectivity of χ : φ#Γ
8pξq Ñ Γ8pφ#ξq follows.
The next task is to prove the surjectivity of χ : φ#Γ
8pξq Ñ Γ8pφ#ξq. Let ξ Ñ X be a vector
bundle on G ˙X. Let us fix an open cover tUa : a P Iu for X and choose the components to be
small enough so that ξ can be trivialized over each Ua,
%´1pUaq “
#Kž
i“1
Qia
where Qia are mutually disconnected open subsets of Q, and % restricts to a diffeomorphism Q
i
a Ñ
Ua for each a and i. The components Q
i
a exist because Q is a #K sheeted covering space and
% : Q Ñ X is the covering projection. In addition, by shrinking Ua further if necessary, we can
assume that the G orbit of each Qia consist of #G disconnected components. This assumption
holds if Ua are chosen to be small enough because the G action on Q is free and transitive. Now
tQia : a P I, 1 ď i ď #Ku is an open cover of Q, and tαpQiaq : a P I, 1 ď i ď #Ku is an open
cover of Y because α is a covering map and so an open map. Let us fix a partition of unity ρia
subordinate to the cover tQiau of Q.
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Suppose that η is a section of φ#ξ. The bundle φ#ξ trivializes over each αpQiaq because the
fibre pφ#ξqy at y P αpQiaq is represented by the fibres of ξ at %pqq P Ua for q such that q P α´1pyq,
and ξ trivializes over Ua. So, if q
1 P Qia, then we have the local neighborhood αpQiaq of αpq1q and
for all y P αpQiaq we can write
ηqpyq “ pψiaq%pqq
where ψia is a locally defined section ψ
a
i : Ua Ñ ξ. We can go through all Qia which results in
locally defined sections ψia for all a P I and 1 ď i ď #K. Since % restricts to a diffeomorphism
over each Qia there are the unique local sections δ
i
a : Ua Ñ Qia of % for all a and i. Then we define
the vector ÿ
a,i
a
ρia d
a
ρia ˝ δiaψia P C8pQq dΘ Γ8pξq.
Its image under χ is given by
χ
´ÿ
a,i
a
ρia d
a
ρia ˝ δiaψia
¯
q
pyq “
ż
σPΘx
ÿ
a,i
a
ρiapq ¨ σqϕ#σ´1p
a
ρia ˝ δiaψiaq%pqq
“
ÿ
a,i
ż
σPΘx
a
ρiapq ¨ σqϕ#σ´1p
a
ρia ˝ δiaψiaq%pqq
“
ÿ
a,i
a
ρiapqq
a
ρia ˝ δiap%pqqqpψiaq%pqq
“
ÿ
a,i
ρiapqqpψiaq%pqq “ ηqpyq
for all y P Y and q P α´1pyq. The third equality holds because the cover Qia is chosen so that the
G-orbits of the components are mutually disjoint, and the support of ρia lies in Q
i
a for all a and i.
The surjectivity of χ : φ#Γ
8pξq Ñ Γ8pφ#ξq follows.
The next task is to show that the module structures are equivalent. Let fdψ be a representative
of a class in C8pQq dΘ Γ8pξq For any b P C8pK ˙ Y q we have
b ¨ pfpqq d ψxq “
ż
Ξαpqq
bpτqfpτ´1 ¨ qq d ψx.
Under the vector space isomorphism χ, this element maps to the section of φ#ξ given by
χpb ¨ pf d ψqqqpyq “
ż
σPΘ%pqq
ż
τPΞαpqq
bpτqfppτ´1 ¨ qq ¨ σqpϕ#
σ´1ψq%pqq
“
ż
τPΞαpqq
ż
σPΘ%pqq
bpτqfpτ´1 ¨ pq ¨ σqqpϕ#
σ´1ψq%pqq
“
ż
τPΞαpqq
ż
σPΘ%pqq
bpτqfpτ´1 ¨ pq ¨ σqqpϕ#
σ´1ψq%pτ´1¨qq
“
ż
τPΞαpqq
ż
σPΘ%pqq
bpτqϕ#
τ´1pfpq ¨ σqpϕ#σ´1ψqq%pqq
“ b ¨
ż
σPΘ%pqq
fpq ¨ σqpϕ#
σ´1ψq%pqq
“ b ¨ χpf d ψqqpyq
for all y P Y and q P α´1pyq. The second equality holds because the left and the right actions of K
and G on Q are commutative. The third equality holds because the K action on Q preserves the
fibres of %. It follows that χ : φ#Γ
8pξq Ñ Γ8pφ#ξq is an isomorphism of C8pK ˙ Y q-modules.
The remaining task is to prove that the isomorphism χ extends to an isomorphism of Hilbert
spaces. On X we have the riemannian structure and the volume form ν. We can use % to lift ν
and the hermitian structure to Q. This makes % a riemannian covering map. Then
#K
ż
X
pψ,ψ1qν “ ˘
ż
Q
%˚pψ,ψ1q%˚pνq (2)
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The `1 sign appears if % is orientation preserving, and ´1 appears otherwise. To see that the
equation holds, we give Q a G-equivariant smooth triangulation which is fine enough so that %
restricts to a diffeomorphism on each triangle, [10]. If 4 is any of these triangles in Q, thenż
%p4q
pψ,ψ1qν “ ˘
ż
4
%˚pψ,ψ1q%˚pνq.
Now (2) holds because there are exactly #K triangles in Q which map to %p4q in X. Let φ#ν
denote the induced riemannian volume form on Y . By definition α˚pφ#νq “ %˚pνq. Therefore we
have
#G
ż
Y
pη, η1q#pφ#νq “ ˘
ż
Q
α˚pη, η1q#α˚pφ#νq
“ ˘
ż
Q
α˚pη, η1q#%˚pνq
for all η and η1 in Γ8pφ#ξq. Now the `1 sign appears if α is orientation preserving and ´1
otherwise.
Suppose that f d ψ and f 1 d ψ1 are in C8pQq dΘ Γ8pξq, then
xf d ψ, f 1 d ψ1y “ xpf 1, fqΘ ¨ ψ,ψ1yX
“
ż
X
ż
Θx
ż
Ξαpqq
pf 1pτ´1 ¨ qqfpτ´1 ¨ q ¨ σqρpσqψσ´1¨x, ψ1xqν
“
ż
X
ż
Θx
ż
Ξαpqq
pfpτ´1 ¨ q ¨ σqρpσqψσ´1¨x, f 1pτ´1 ¨ qqψ1xqν
“
ż
X
ż
Θpσ1q´1¨x
ż
Θx
ż
Ξαpqq
pfpτ´1 ¨ q ¨ σ1 ¨ σqρpσ1 ¨ σqψpσ1σq´1¨x, f 1pτ´1 ¨ q ¨ σ1qρpσ1qψ1pσ1q´1¨xqν
“
ż
X
ż
Θx
ż
Θx
ż
Ξαpqq
pfpτ´1 ¨ q ¨ σ2qρpσ2qψpσ2q´1¨x, f 1pτ´1 ¨ q ¨ σ1qρpσ1qψ1pσ1q´1¨xqν.
where for each x P X the parameter q is any of the points %´1pxq. The third equality holds by the
Θ-invariance of p¨, ¨q and the fourth by the left-invariance of the Haar measure. Moreover, on Y
we can fix any point q P α´1pyq for every y P Y and then write
pχpf d ψq, χpf 1 d ψ1qq#,y “
ż
Θ%pqq
ż
Θ%pqq
pfpq ¨ σqρpσqψ%pq¨σq, f 1pq ¨ σ1qρpσ1qψ1%pq¨σ1qq
In this notation we have
xχpf d ψq, χpf 1 d ψ1qyY
“
ż
Y
ż
Θ%pqq
ż
Θ%pqq
pfpq ¨ σqρpσqψ%pq¨σq, f 1pq ¨ σ1qρpσ1qψ1%pq¨σ1qqpφ#νq
“
ż
Y
ż
Θ%pqq
ż
Θ%pqq
ż
Ξy
pfpτ´1 ¨ q ¨ σqρpσqψ%pτ´1¨q¨σq, f 1pτ´1 ¨ q ¨ σ1qρpσ1qψ1%pτ´1¨q¨σ1qqpφ#νq
“
ż
Y
ż
Θ%pqq
ż
Θ%pqq
ż
Ξy
pfpτ´1 ¨ q ¨ σqρpσqψ%pq¨σq, f 1pτ´1 ¨ q ¨ σ1qρpσ1qψ1%pq¨σ1qqpφ#νq
The second equality holds by the Ξ-invariance of the induced pairing p¨, ¨q#, and the third because
the Ξ-action on Q preserves the fibres of %. Together with the formulas in the previous paragraph
this implies that
#Kxf d ψ, f 1 d ψ1y “ ˘#Gxχpf d ψq, χpf 1 d ψ1qyY
for all f d ψ and f 1 d ψ1 in C8pQq dΘ Γ8pξq. Now the sign `1 appears if both % and α are
either orientation preserving or orientation reversing, and ´1 appears otherwise. Consequently, χ
extends to an isomorphism of Hilbert spaces φ#L
2pξq Ñ L2pφ#ξq.
The elements of C8pK ˙ Y q act as bounded operators on C8pQq dΘ Γ8pξq and on Γ8pφ#ξq.
Therefore these actions extend to make φ#L
2pξq and L2pφ#ξq representation spaces for C8pK˙Y q.
Now χ is an isomorphism of representations. ˝
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3 Geometric Spectral Triple
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.
3.1. Suppose that G ˙ X and K ˙ Y are Morita equivalent compact action orbifolds. Assume
that G ˙X is G-spin. This property is Morita invariant and it follows readily that K ˙ Y is K-
spin. Let us fix a G-equivariant complex Dirac bundle on X. More precisely, we fix a G-invariant
riemannian structure on X, a G-equivariant complex Dirac bundle on X which is equipped with
a unitary and Clifford compatible G-invariant connection and an inner product so that the unit
vector fields in the Clifford bundle act as unitary transformations, [11]. Let us then fix a Morita
equivalence φ “ pα,Q, %q between G˙X and K ˙ Y . Then there is the spectral triple induced by
φ which is denoted by, [7]
pC8pK ˙ Y q, L2pφ#ξq, φ#ð, φ#ωq.
The Hilbert space L2pφ#ξq is the completion of Γ8pφ#ξq in the L2-inner product. The induced
Dirac operator φ#ð is defined globally over Y by the relation
ηqpyq “ ψ%pqq ñ pφ#ðηqqpyq “ pðψq%pqq.
There is also the following local description. If y P Y , then for any q P α´1pyq, there is a local
section βq of α which maps y to q and the induced Dirac operator can be written by
pφ#ðqqpyq “ p% ˝ βqq˚ ˝ ð%pqq ˝ pp% ˝ βqq´1q˚
This description is independent on the choice of the local section because the local sections have a
unique germ at y P Y . The induced Dirac operator satisfies the condition
ρpσqpφ#ðqq¨σpyqρpσq´1 “ pφ#ðqqpyq.
which makes it a well defined operator on Γ8pφ#ξq.
In 2.4 we introduced an isomorphism χ : φ#L
2pξq Ñ L2pφ#ξq. We can use this isomorphism
to define an unbounded operator Ąφ#ð : φ#L2pξq Ñ φ#L2pξq by
Ąφ#ð “ χ´1 ˝ φ#ð ˝ χ. (3)
The subspace C8pQqdΘ Γ8pξq is a dense domain for Ąφ#ð. Since % is a local diffeomorphism, there
is a local section δq of % for each q P Q defined in a neighborhood of %pqq in X so that δqp%pqqq “ q.
The germs of these local diffeomorphisms are unique. Let ð “ γpei˚ q∇ei be the Dirac operator so
that ei are linearly independent vector fields. In the following we give the operator (3) an explicit
local realization.
Proposition 5. The operator Ąφ#ð is given by
pĄφ#ðqpfpqq d ψxq “ nÿ
i“1
´
%˚peipf ˝ δqqqpqq d γpei˚ qψx
¯
` fpqq d pðψqx (4)
in the dense subspace C8pQq dΘ Γ8pξq of φ#L2pξq.
Proof. For the sake of notation simplicity, we are using Θ “ G˙X again.
It is sufficient to show that the right hand side of (4) maps to pφ#ðqχpf d ψq under χ. Let
y P Y and q P α´1pyq be arbitrary and x “ %pqq. For each q ¨ σ there is a local section δq¨σ of %
defined in a neighborhood of %pq ¨ σq “ σ´1 ¨ x so that δq¨σpσ´1 ¨ xq “ q ¨ σ. In a small enough
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neighborhood of y P Y we have
pφ#ðqχpf d ψqqpyq “ ð%pqq
´ ż
Θ%pqq
fpq ¨ σqpϕ#
σ´1ψq%pqq
¯
“ ðx
´ ż
Θx
f ˝ δq¨σpσ´1 ¨ xqpϕ#σ´1ψqx
¯
“ ðx
´ ż
Θx
pϕ#
σ´1pf ˝ δqqψqx
¯
“
ż
Θx
pϕ#
σ´1ðpf ˝ δqqψqx
“
ż
Θx
´
pϕ#
σ´1pðpf ˝ δqqqψ ` pϕ#σ´1pf ˝ δqqðψqqx
¯
“
ż
Θx
nÿ
i
´
pϕ#
σ´1eipf ˝ δqqγpei˚ qψqx
¯
` χpf d ðψqqpyq
“
ż
Θx
nÿ
i
´
eipf ˝ δq¨σqpσ´1 ¨ xqpϕ#σ´1γpei˚ qψqx
¯
` χpf d ðψqqpyq
“
ż
Θ%pqq
nÿ
i
´
%˚peipf ˝ δq¨σqqpq ¨ σqpϕ#σ´1γpei˚ qψq%pqq
¯
` χpf d ðψqqpyq.
The fourth equality uses the G-invariance of ð. Since the Haar measure is globally constant over
X there are no contributions from the vector fields acting on the measure terms. ˝
Suppose that the spectral triple on C8pG˙Xq is chirally graded. The chiral grading operator
is a G-invariant operator and there is the induced chiral grading operator on φ#FΣ which is defined
by the relation
ηqpyq “ ψ%pqq ñ pφ#ωqqpyqηqpyq “ ω%pqqψ%pqq.
for all y P Y and q P α´1pyq. Let Ćφ#ω “ χ´1ωχ. The following proposition can be proved with
the strategy of Proposition 5 but the details are more straightforward.
Proposition 6. The operator Ćφ#ω is given by
pĆφ#ωqpfpqq d ψxq “ fpqq d pωψqx.
in the dense subspace C8pQq dΘ Γ8pξq of φ#L2pξq.
3.2. This subsection consists of a proof for Theorem 1 of 1.2.
Suppose that G ˙ X and K ˙ Y is the pair of compact action orbifolds introduced in 3.1.
According to Proposition 3, C8pQq is a pre-imprimitivity C8pK˙Y q - C8pG˙Xq-bimodule. So,
with E “ C8pQq, M1 holds. We have the unitary equivalence of spectral triples
pC8pK ˙ Y q, L2pφ#FΣq, φ#ð, φ#ωq ÞÑ pC8pK ˙ Y q, φ#L2pFΣq, Ąφ#ð,Ćφ#ωq
which was described in Theorem 2 and 3.1. In particular, M2 holds. It is a direct consequence of
Proposition 5 in this manuscript and Theorem 2 in [7] that the operators
Tu ˝ ð´ Ąφ#ð ˝ Tu and Tu˚ ˝ Ąφ#ð´ ð ˝ Tu˚
are bounded operators for all u P E. Since ð and Ąφ#ð are finitely summable operators as Dirac
operators on a compact manifold, it follows by standard means that M3 holds as well, see e.g [4].
The dimension condition M4 holds because in the coordinates of Y , the induced spinor bundle
φ#FΣ and the induced Dirac operator φ#ð, are a actual spinor bundle and a Dirac operator on
Y , [7] 4.3, and in this case the spectral dimension will be preserved because the dimension of the
base is preserved.
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There is an isomorphism of vector spaces, φ# : Γ
8pFΣqG Ñ Γ8pφ#FΣqK (read G and K-
invariant subspaces), which can be defined as follows: for each ψ P Γ8pFΣqG, pφ#ψqqpyq “ ψ%pqq
where q P α´1pyq. Similarly we have the isomorphism φ# : C8pXqG Ñ C8pY qK which sends
f P C8pXqG to φ#pfq : y ÞÑ fp%pqqq where q P α´1pyq is an arbitrary point. The choice is
arbitrary by G-invariance of f . In [7] it was found that
φ#pfqφ#pψq “ φ#pfψq (5)
for all f P C8pXqG and ψ P Γ8pξqG, and
φ# ˝ ð ˝ φ´1# “ φ#ð, φ# ˝ ω ˝ φ´1# “ φ#ω.
As in the proof of Theorem 2, we can use the covering maps % and α to make Q a riemannian
covering space on X and on Y . If ψ,ψ1 P Γ8pξqG we have
#K
ż
X
pψ,ψ1qν “ ˘
ż
Q
%˚pψ,ψ1q%˚pνq
where the sign `1 corresponds to the case of orientation preserving %. Similarly we have the
equality
#G
ż
Y
pφ#ψ, φ#ψ1q#φ#ν “ ˘
ż
Q
α˚pφ#ψ, φ#ψ1q#α˚pφ#νq
“ ˘
ż
Q
α˚φ#pψ,ψ1qα˚pφ#νq
“ ˘
ż
Q
%˚pψ,ψ1q%˚pνq.
where `1 corresponds to the case of orientation preserving α. Consequently,
xψ,ψ1yX “ ˘#G
#K
xφ#ψ, φ#ψ1yY .
holds for all ψ,ψ1 P Γ8pFΣqG. The sign `1 appears in the case where both % and α are either
orientation preserving or orientation reversing, and ´1 appears otherwise. The linear map
?´1
1¯1
2
d
#G
#K
φ# : Γ
8pFΣqG Ñ Γ8pφ#FΣqK
extends to a unitary transformation Uφ : L
2pFΣqG Ñ L2pφ#FΣqK and Uφ determines a unitary
equivalence of the invariant spectral triples
pC8pXqG, L2pFΣqG,ð, ωq Ñ pC8pY qK , L2pφ#FΣqK , φ#ð, φ#ωq.
So, M5 holds. ˝
In the references, [6] and [7], the inner products in the invariant spectral triples are defined with
respect to the integration theory over the groupoid orbit space |Θ| in the context of proper e´tale
Lie groupoids. However it is not hard to see that this inner product is equivalent to the L2-inner
on X that was applied in this work when Θ “ G˙X is a compact action orbifold. More precisely,
if f P C8pXqG, then
#G
ż
|G˙X|
fν “
ż
X
fν
by similar triangulation statement that was used in the proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. The
effectiveness hypothesis for the G-action is essential here.
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Appendix
A.1. In the case of a smooth compact riemannian spin manifold pX, gq, there is a Dirac spectral
triple associated with the metric g and the geodesic distance is given in the spectral triple language
by the formula
dgpp, qq “ supt|appq ´ apqq| : a P CpXq, ||rð, as|| “ ||gradpaq|| ď 1u
for all p, q P X, [3]. The supremum is taken over the space CpXq of all continuous functions whose
gradient is defined almost everywhere as an essentially bounded measurable vector field. In this
appendix, this theorem is specialized to compact action orbifolds with pointlike singularities.
A.2. A piecewise smooth G-path from x P X to x1 P X in the compact action orbifold G ˙X is
given by a subdivision 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tk “ 1 of r0, 1s, and a sequence γ “ pc1, σ1, . . . , σk´1, ckq
so that:
1. ci : rti´1, tis Ñ X is a piecewise smooth map for all i P t1, . . . , ku, and c1p0q “ x
and ckp1q “ x1,
2. σi P G˙X and ciptiq “ σi ¨ ci`1ptiq for all i P t1, . . . , k ´ 1u.
Suppose that a G-invariant riemannian structure has been fixed in G˙X. The length of a G-path
is defined by
lgpγq “
kÿ
i“1
lgpciq. (6)
The geodesic distance on the compact action orbifold is defined by
dX{Gg px, x1q “ inftlgpγqu
where the infimum runs over all G-paths between x and x1 in the orbifold, [5]. Clearly this distance
should be understood as the distance between the points rxs and rx1s in the orbit space X{G.
For the following theorem we suppose that the compact action orbifold G ˙ X is G-spin.
Moreover, the G-invariant riemannian metric g, the G-equivariant spinor bundle FΣ and the G-
invariant Dirac operator ð have been fixed. This data gives rise to the noncommutative orbifold
determined by the Dirac spectral triple on C8pG ˙ Xq. The associated invariant spectral triple
pC8pXqG,HG,ðq is studied in the following.
Theorem 3. Suppose that G ˙X has either pointlike singularities or the G action is free. The
spectral distance formula of the invariant spectral triple computes the geodesic distances in the
compact action orbifold G˙X:
dX{Gg px, x1q “ supt|apxq ´ apx1q| : a P CpXqG, ||rð, as|| ď 1u,
for all x, x1 P X.
Proof. Denote by ΣG the singular locus which consists of isolated points in X. We first study the
case x, x1 P X ´ ΣG. As an open subset of X, X ´ ΣG is a smooth manifold and G acts on it
freely. The metric g restricts to define a G-invariant metric in X ´ ΣG. The spaces CpX ´ ΣGqG
and CpXqG can be identified. Namely, if a P CpX ´ ΣGq then a is a continuous function which
has a bounded derivative almost everywhere and so a extends uniquely to an element in CpXq
since it is uniformly continuous. The inverse is the restriction of functions in X to X ´ ΣG. This
identification passes to the G-invariant subspaces. Therefore we can write
supt|apxq ´ apx1q| : a P CpXqG, ||rð, as|| ď 1u
“ supt|apxq ´ apx1q| : a P CpX ´ ΣGqG, ||rð, as|| ď 1u.
We can view X ´ ΣG as a base space of an action groupoid under the free G-action. It is Morita
equivalent to the unit groupoid on the smooth orbit space pX ´ ΣGq{G. Let us denote by φ the
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Morita equivalence between G˙ pX ´ Σq and 1˙ pX ´ Σq{G. We equip the orbit space with the
induced metric φ#pgq, the induced spinor bundle φ#FΣ and the induced Dirac operator φ#ð. The
spaces of continuous functions CpX ´ ΣGqG and CppX ´ ΣGq{Gq can be identified. Namely, if
a P CpX ´ΣGqG, then we can assign with a the function φ#paq on pX ´ΣGq{G which sends p to
apxq if x is any point so that rxs “ p. The choice is arbitrary by the G-invariance of a. Now
||rφ#ð, φ#paqs|| “ ||φ#prð, asq||
“ sup
´
φ#prð, as, rð, asq
¯ 1
2
“ sup
´
prð, as, rð, asq
¯ 1
2
for all a P CpX ´ ΣGqG which has the gradient defined almost everywhere. The first essential
supremum is taken over pX ´ ΣGq{G and the second over X ´ ΣG. It follows that φ# preserves
the lengths of gradients. Now we have
supt|apxq ´ apx1q| : a P CpX ´ ΣGqG, ||rð, as|| ď 1u (7)
“ supt|bprxsq ´ bprx1sq| : b P CppX ´ ΣGq{Gq, ||rφ#ð, bs|| ď 1u.
for all x, x1 P X ´ΣG. The right hand side of (7) computes the geodesic distance on the manifold
pX ´ ΣGq{G with respect to the induced metric φ#pgq. This gives us us the equality
supt|bprxsq ´ bprx1sq| : b P CppX ´ ΣGq{Gq, ||rφ#ð, bs|| ď 1u “ inftlφ#pgqpγqu
where lφ#pgq denotes the standard path length on the manifold pX´ΣGq{G, and the infimum runs
over all piecewise smooth paths in pX ´ Σq{G from rxs to rx1s.
If γ is a piecewise smooth G-path in X ´ ΣG then it determines a piecewise smooth path rγs
in pX ´ ΣGq{G and the lengths satisfy lgpγq “ lφ#pgqprγsq where lg is defined as (6) in the case of
the orbifold G˙ pX ´ ΣGq. Conversely, if γ1 is any piecewise smooth path in pX ´ ΣGq{G and if
γˆ1 is any G-path that is a lift of γ1 in X ´ ΣG, then lgpγˆ1q “ lφ#pgqpγ1q. These observations hold
because with the riemannian metrics applied, X ´ ΣG Ñ pX ´ ΣGq{G is a riemannian covering
space. Consequently,
inftlφ#pgqpγ1qu “ inftlgpγqu
where the first infimum runs over all piecewise smooth paths in pX ´ Σq{G from rxs to rx1s and
the second runs over all piecewise smooth G-paths in X ´ Σ from x to x1.
Suppose that dimension of X is strictly greater than 1. Then
inftlgpγqu “ dX{Gg px, x1q
where the infimum runs over all piecewise smooth G-paths in X ´ Σ from x to x1. The right side
denotes the orbifold geodesic distance on G˙X. The equality holds because the geodesic distances
are not affected if the set of isolated points ΣG is removed from X. In fact, the formula also holds
trivially in the case where X is one dimensional because all the compact action orbifolds with
one dimensional base which are equipped with a spin structure (in particular they are orientable)
have ΣG “ H. The string of equalities above gives a proof for the theorem in the special case of
x, x1 P X ´ ΣG.
Next assume that x P ΣG and x1 P X ´ ΣG. The geodesic distance function dpX´ΣGq{Gg in the
action groupoid G ˙ pX ´ ΣGq defines a metric in its orbit space pX ´ ΣGq{G and therefore the
function X ´ ΣG Ñ R defined by
z ÞÑ dpX´ΣGq{Gg pz, x1q (8)
is uniformly continuous for all z P X´ΣG. Thus, (8) extends uniquely to a continuous function in
X which sends x to d
X{G
g px, x1q. On the other hand, according to the analysis above, the function
(8) is the same function as
z ÞÑ supt|apzq ´ apx1q| : a P CpX ´ ΣGqG, ||rð, as|| ď 1u.
in the domain X ´ ΣG. This function extends to a continuous function over all X which has to
be equal to the extension of (8) by uniqueness. So the theorem holds in this case. The analogous
analysis shows that we can also take the end point of this path to be in the singular locus. ˝
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